Jay Rogers Andover Obituary Comments

garcinia cambogia @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 9 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
RIP - thats all i can say.

Michelle @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 10 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Would be good to see some of his greatest work published.

Elena @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 14 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
Rogers taught a seminar on race relations, served as director for a number of plays

writing essay @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 14 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Students need to learn about the topic as well as trendy writing pattern in case of writing essay technically.
At a same time, students are required to concentrate on the quality of essay by ensuring grammatical accuracy.

Carry @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 15 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Is a memorial planned. Would be great to celebrate his life and achievements with something to remember.

Iulian @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 16 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
I am thankful to Jay Rogers for his outstanding strategy to educating

jack @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 17 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Among other things, Rogers taught a seminar on race relations, served as director for a number of plays, co-founded the Sojourner

Joey Atlas Scam @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 19 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
In 1972, he was named the National Teacher of the Year, becoming the first African American teacher to earn that distinction. From 1976 until 1985, he taught history at Gaston College.

coccoconut oil benefits @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 19 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
I am saddened by the information of Jay's moving. As a younger 15 season old coming in Andover directly from Lagos, Nigeria later it was one of the most challenging changes of my younger lifestyle. Jay saw me having difficulties to modify and took a actual attention. Having an mature there basically as a hearing publish did amazing things. I am thankful to Jay Rogers for his outstanding strategy to educating, his challenging of your best at all periods but I will skip even more the soothing and looking after spirit that he was. God allow him everlasting relax and convenience all the family members he remaining behind.

arnoldsantos2008 @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 21 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
I believed amazing person like him should be credited not only by the school but also by the state where he belong. As an e-commerce web designer, I am a product of Mathematics and History. I have read the American history book cover to cover.

vence lalas @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 22 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Very great man it inspiring person. He is a good model to all of us.

Maccullam @ Phillips Academy - An... - Phillips Academy - Fac... 28 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Wonderful post. I appreciate this. Your composing capacity is so high. It is helpful data best professional essay writers , I wish so. Carry on. Have a large day……
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John J @ Phillips Academy - An... 28 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Is there an article available of Jay's achievements? Thanks.

Simon @ Phillips Academy - An... 29 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
He left a great legacy - is there a permanent memorial?

erwin pratama @ Phillips Academy - An... 30 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
He is a great man.

Scot Blair '94 @ Phillips Academy - An... 46 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Sad to hear of Jay's passing. He had a very likeable presentation of History 30 upper year, and we definitely enjoyed him as a substitute house counselor and at the winter track meets. Truly a most popular teacher. Sad to see him and other teachers we liked so much as students passing. Hopefully the younger generations have equally well qualified, exuberant, kind, and charismatic teachers as we did.

jake g. @ Phillips Academy - An... 46 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
I am just seeing this news, and am very, very sad to hear it. He meant a lot to me, and not sure I ever was able to tell him that. A great man, and his announcing of "Rogers's Here!" as he entered our dorm always brought a smile to my face and the memory always will. I hope to make it on the 7th.

Marianna @ Phillips Academy - An... 52 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
I worked with Jay when I was a young naïve VISTA Volunteer in the Sixties, and he was DD of the Neighborhood Youth Corps. A group of us had some "interesting" encounters with local racists in those days. Jay was always brave, interesting, and fun. I will miss knowing he's still around.

Tee Barbee Williams @ Phillips Academy - An... 53 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
I was just sitting here thinking of my uncle when I was led to Andover's website and the comments that students and colleagues have posted. It is such a comfort to read those comments and know that he will continue to live through those who he taught and worked with. Thanks for giving me needed comfort. Tee Barbee Williams.

Eric Lieu '93 @ Phillips Academy - An... 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
My fondest memories of Mr. Rogers: Sitting on his sofa late one night watching the UNC comeback over FSU in '93, and him busting out on stage singing for the spring performance of, I think, Twelfth Night (maybe someone can correct me). He was always smiling, joyous, and it just made you happy to be around him. We'll miss you Mr. Rogers.

Adesanyas @ Phillips Academy - An... 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +2 points
We remember meeting Mr.Rogers when our son was a freshman at Andover ...among other things he reassured us a parents that he will be fine and come out a better , scholarly person ...yes indeed !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Thank you very much Mr. Rogers for given us the courage to dare ..... May your soul rest in peace and be rest assured that your legacy lives on ......
Adesanyas parents of Ayodele Adesanya '05

Willie Tate @ Phillips Academy - An... 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
To know him is to love him. He will be missed. My fondest memories are the plays he directed us in, especially Purlie Victorious. Those were some of the best times on campus. Thanks, Jay!

Austin @ Phillips Academy - An... 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
One day in my Upper year undoubtedly stressed over the workload of a long spring I walked into class and saw to my amazement an entire spread of fried chicken and mashed potatoes. Mr. Rogers had decided we all just needed some southern comfort. Hailing from Kentucky myself I fond great warmth in his southern
hospitality that extended to impromptu fried chicken sharing at just the right time. It was a simple gesture but the students felt... Looked after.

Derrick '04 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
I love how the article mentioned Mr. Rogers' announcing at track meets. Definitely one of the highlights of my Andover experience.

Nnenna O. '07 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +2 points
I was blessed to have Mr. Rogers as my freshman year history teacher! He was such an amazing teacher & to this day I keep a poem he gave the freshman class wherever I go: "A Basket of Fresh Bread" by Rumi. Since then I've passed it on to family and friends. Education is the gift that keeps on giving & he passed it on with so much joy and enthusiasm.

He will surely be remembered as one of Andover's iconic teachers. May God give your family peace at all times in all ways.

Nnenna

Edenn Sarino '89 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
Mr. Rogers - I hold such fond memories of you. I remember being privileged to sing with you, laugh with you, and learn from you. Your exuberance brought joy to those around you; your leadership showed us young people how we could grow to be. Thank you for your time, energy and dedication to youth. My condolences to your loved ones. God Bless You and may your light continue to shine on in heaven. Love, Edenn Sarino (Vidrio), '89

Sanghoon Lee '93 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +1 points
Fond memories of the "Carolina Club," best class of my lifetime (US History), and working together on a term paper about Affirmative Action with Jay. Mr.Rogers left an indelible mark on my life.

Edenn Sarino '89 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · 0 points
Mr. Rogers - I hold such fond memories of you. I remember being privileged to sing with you, laugh with you, and get big bear hugs from you. Your exuberance brought joy to many young people, your leadership provided a model for how we could be as adults. Thank you for your energy, time and dedication to young people. May we all be so bold. My condolences to your family and loved ones. God Bless, Edenn Sarino (Vidrio), Class of 89 :

Paul Hochman @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 54 weeks ago · 0 replies · +2 points
There I was -- a new teaching fellow, ready to blend in...until I saw how much fun it was to 'blend OUT,' just like Mr. Rogers: flowing, colorful cloaks, a giant laugh, a smile that would melt snow in February. I loved his unstinting joy, of course, but it was so clear that his warmth was no 'show' -- it was a sincere love for his job, for his colleagues and for his students. Those of us lucky enough to meet him are the better, and the kinder, for it. Paul Hochman, '82; Teaching Fellow '86-'87

Seyi Owodunni '90 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac..., 55 weeks ago · 0 replies · +5 points
I am saddened by the news of Jay's passing. As a young 15 year old arriving in Andover straight from Lagos, Nigeria in 1987 it was one of the most difficult transitions of my young life. Jay saw me struggling to adjust and took a real interest. Having an adult there simply as a listening post did wonders. I am grateful to Jay Rogers for his excellent approach to teaching, his demanding of your best at all times but I will miss
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even more the gentle and caring soul that he was. God grant him eternal rest and comfort all the loved ones he left behind.

Gail Ralston @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac ... 55 weeks ago · 0 replies · +3 points
I remember lunches with Jay, William Thomas and Cathy Royal - best soul food in Boston! I never laughed so hard! Those were really good memories!

Veggie Girl '87 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac ... 55 weeks ago · 0 replies · +2 points
He was simply amazing.

Nicole Wynn, '87 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac ... 55 weeks ago · 0 replies · +7 points
Mr. Rogers joined the Andover community as I was on my way out and I feel so lucky to have known him. It was a real time of change on the campus and he was the proverbial breath of fresh air. At a place where it seemed everyone strove at times to be alike or blend in, he relished in his individuality and it was his unique personality that personified the Andover experience. I remember the proud gait, the brilliant smile, his meticulous speech and keen intellect, his quick wit, and the big heart. May he rest in peace.

Tyler Currie, '95 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac ... 56 weeks ago · 0 replies · +8 points
In the days before digital, Mr. Rogers would carry a little Nikon in his coat pocket. He loved to snap candids of unsuspecting students, and he caught me more than once-- goofing off, studying, flipping burgers on his back deck with my housemates standing around. He'd later leave copies of these photos in our mail boxes. I still have mine.

Sam R 91 @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac ... 56 weeks ago · 0 replies · +7 points
Mr. Rogers opened my eyes to US History as an Upper. Recommend a look back at Ebony (Aug 1972) for a profile of Mr. Rogers. It's a great story, and a fascinating look back at that time.
http://books.google.com/books?id=VNoDAAAAMBAJ&...

Liz Mann Fischer @ Phillips Academy - An ... - Phillips Academy - Fac ... 56 weeks ago · 0 replies · +5 points
Great memories of the "Carolina Club" meetings at his house - conveniently scheduled during Carolina basketball games!